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COMMENT: Explainer: what is solar
thermal electricity?

Nicola Pearsall, Professor of Renewable Energy at Northumbria University,
explains solar thermal electricity for The Conversation.

A large solar thermal electricity plant will soon begin operating near
Ouarzazate, Morocco, which will reportedly bring energy to a million people
when fully complete. But what is solar thermal electricity and how does it
differ from the method used to generate power from the solar panels you
might be more familiar with?

https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/our-staff/p/nicola-pearsall/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-34883224


The Moroccan plant uses large mirrors in the form of parabolic troughs (as in
the picture above) to concentrate sunlight onto a fluid flowing through a pipe
at the focal point of the trough – where all the light is reflected; a parabola
is used because this shape focuses the incoming beam to a single line.

The heat collected from this process generates steam, which can be used in a
conventional steam turbine system to make electricity. In contrast to the low-
temperature solar thermal systems that are used for air or water heating in
domestic or commercial buildings, these solar thermal electricity plants
operate at high temperatures, requiring both concentrated sunlight and a
large collection area, making the Moroccan desert an ideal location.

This is an alternative approach to the more widely used
“photovoltaic”technology for producing electricity from sunlight. In a
photovoltaic system, the sunlight is absorbed in the photovoltaic device
(commonly called a solar cell) and energy is passed to electrons in the
material, converting the solar energy directly into electricity. Sometimes,
solar thermal electricity and photovoltaics are portrayed as competing
technologies and, while this may be true when deciding on the way forward
for a specific site, in general they are complementary, using solar energy as
extensively as possible.

Ability to store energy
Currently, the main advantage of a solar thermal electricity system is the
ability to store heat which can be used later to generate electricity. This
allows the system, at least in part, to disconnect electricity generation from
solar energy collection for periods in time. This addresses one of the most
challenging aspects of the widespread use of solar energy: variability due to
changing weather conditions and, of course, the period of darkness in each
24-hour period when no solar energy is available.

For efficient storage, the system generally uses a molten salt with a high
melting temperature, typically around 500-600°C, which is heated by the
solar energy. Most recent plant designs have integrated storage, including
the plant in Morocco, which reportedly can store enough heat for three hours
of generation at the rated power level each evening. As the plant increases in
size from this first phase, more storage will be possible. In comparison, for a
photovoltaic system to generate outside sunlight hours, electricity would
need to be stored in a battery or alternate system, and this is generally less
efficient.

http://siser.eps.hw.ac.uk/research/solar-thermal/low-solar-thermal-energy
http://siser.eps.hw.ac.uk/research/solar-thermal/low-solar-thermal-energy
http://www.nrel.gov/learning/re_photovoltaics.html
http://www.nrel.gov/learning/re_photovoltaics.html
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/26/morocco-poised-to-become-a-solar-superpower-with-launch-of-desert-mega-project
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/oct/26/morocco-poised-to-become-a-solar-superpower-with-launch-of-desert-mega-project


Some disadvantages
There are disadvantages to the solar thermal electricity system. First, it
requires direct sunlight, since it is not possible to concentrate the diffuse
light that is scattered by the atmosphere. This means these systems are
restricted to locations where there is a high proportion of clear days, such as
Morocco.

In contrast, most photovoltaic systems can utilise all sunlight, so are much
better suited to a wider range of climates – although concentrating
photovoltaic systems, which use lenses or mirrors to focus sunlight onto high
efficiency solar cells, also require direct sunlight.

Second, solar thermal systems need to operate at high temperatures, both for
steam generation and to ensure high thermal efficiency. This means that the
system needs to be physically large to collect all the solar energy required.
The photovoltaic system, meanwhile, can be operated efficiently in a range of
sizes, from very small (to fit on a domestic roof) to vast (plants rated in the
hundreds of megawatts).

Third, solar thermal electricity systems are currently more expensive than
photovoltaic systems of a similar size. This is partly due to there being a
larger market for photovoltaic systems – around 180GW of photovoltaics are
installed worldwide compared to 5GW of solar thermal electricity (a typical
fossil-fuelled power station is around 1GW in size). However, costs can be
expected to fall as experience and the size of the market grow.

There are potential challenges, too: ensuring the mirrors accurately track the
sun, keeping them clean, and the need for water (for cleaning and in the
generation system). But all these aspects are being addressed in the
evolution of system designs.

Solar thermal electricity systems are an exciting technology for harnessing
solar energy, to sit alongside the low temperature solar thermal systems for
heating and the photovoltaic systems for electricity generation in a wide
range of applications. Which one of these is the best choice depends on what
you want to do with the energy and where the system is going to be located
– ultimately, we will need all of them to substantially contribute to the
world’s energy supply.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. Read the original

http://www.pv-magazine.com/news/details/beitrag/ihs--272-gw-of-solar-installs-from-2016---2019_100021902/#axzz3sQBHk9so
http://theconversation.com/
https://theconversation.com/explainer-what-is-solar-thermal-electricity-51210


article.

Northumbria is a research-rich, business-focused, professional university with
a global reputation for academic excellence. To find out more about our
courses go to www.northumbria.ac.uk

If you have a media enquiry please contact our Media and Communications
team at media.communications@northumbria.ac.uk or call 0191 227 4571.
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